TOP THINGS TO KNOW

Starbucks Canada Overview of the Diversity Institute
Assessment on Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
As we continue our journey to pursue greater equity, diversity and inclusion (EDI) at Starbucks on behalf of all our partners,
customers and communities, we partnered with Ted Rogers School of Management’s Diversity Institute to conduct our first-ever
Diversity and Inclusion Assessment. This assessment is our first step in enabling us to develop a future, Canada-specific Diversity
and Inclusion strategy.
With Our Mission & Values at our core, we are on a journey to become a leader in EDI. Here is a brief look at what we learned from
the Diversity Institute’s analysis and benchmarking against best practices from Starbucks US and other businesses in the Canadian
landscape, including all that we achieved together with our partners, and the opportunities ahead.

WHERE WE ARE TODAY

The Diversity Institute undertook a months-long examination of Starbucks Canada policies, processes, practices and documents. Overall, it found
that we are at the “foundational” level with EDI values demonstrated broadly and some elements that are leading. There are other elements,
which we know from partner feedback, where there is substantial work left to do. The assessment gives us a roadmap of that work to inform our
EDI journey moving forward.
In coming to this conclusion, the Diversity Institute considered every aspect of our business, including what we have achieved together:

OUR PARTNERS
Following a global Career Model for retail
and support partners that outline clear
expectations to support performance,
development and role progression
Offering comprehensive mental health and
wellness benefits, including new gender
affirmation coverage
Continuing to invest in our growing roster of
Partner Networks
Providing ongoing feedback loops and
communication channels, including our
recurring Partner Experience Surveys and
Workplace Live events

OUR STORES

OUR COMMUNITIES

Established a revised Third Place Policy
Offering ongoing inclusive training modules
and content for all partners through our
Courageous Conversation Speaker Series, I&D
Digital Library, and additional resources
Committing to adopting our inclusive design
standard and experiences across our store
portfolio
Expanded our anti-bias and de-escalation
curriculum and integrated it into our core
training programs
Created Joint Health and Safety Committees to
advance and protect workplace safety

Achieved 100% gender pay equity since 2018

OUR VOICE

Continuing to invest in local communities
through the Starbucks Foundation
Neighbourhood Grants program

Developed a Canada Anti-Racism Plan
outlining the actionable steps to counter bias
and racism

Strengthening origin communities via C.A.F.E
Practices to promote Equity and Diversity
through economic transparency, social
responsibility and environmental leadership

Completed the Blueprint for Gender Equality
Leadership in the Canadian Private Sector
alongside other leading employers

Enhanced our Community Champions program
and Portal Founded Canada’s first employerled coalition to enable 40,000 youth
facing systemic employment barriers to get
meaningful employment
Co-created MentorME in partnership
with MENTOR Canada the Black Business
Professional Association

Expanded course offerings on Starbucks Global
Academy for partners, customers, suppliers
and community members focused on Inclusion
and Diversity including the To Be Welcoming
curriculum, Third Place Development Series
Established a dedicated Inclusion and
Diversity (I&D) support function within Partner
Resources and restructured the I&D Business
Council to help embed I&D across all business
functions

Enhanced our talent hiring and selection
practices, and training through an EDI lens

“While areas of improvement exist, Starbucks current policies and processes have the potential
to serve as a foundation for best practice across the industry.”
- DIVERSITY INSTITUTE

Our opportunities ahead
Throughout the assessment, the Diversity Institute provided

FY23 I&D PRIORITIES
Advance our data-collection efforts for support and retail partners

a set of recommendations to help strengthen our work in
EDI. These recommendations, together with the census
survey to be completed, will enable us to build the next
evolution of our Canada Diversity and Inclusion Strategy,
helping to anchor the commitments we will make.
Some of this work is already underway to help us improve
our most critical areas of opportunities in measurement,
talent practices, and leadership.

Expand our scope
for diverse hiring
and mentoring with
external organizations

Design inclusive and
equitable training and
capability-building
experiences

Create more accessible
experiences and foster
disability inclusion

Launch a Community
Champions course
on Starbucks Global
Academy

Bolster our
partnerships with
others to deepen
our understanding,
inform solutions
and commitments
– including for our
Reconciliation Plan

We commit to sharing our progress with partners quarterly.

READ THE ASSESSMENT AND LEARN MORE

